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SUMMARY

Nakamoto Games has achieved an unprecedented level of success in their play-to-earn 

gaming releases and wider product suite. The ecosystem has maintained an unparalleled level 

of quality in its diverse gaming releases. The rapidly growing play-to-earn infrastructure has 

launched revamped releases of classic arcade games, brought both multiplayer and cutting-

edge 3D play-to-earn gaming options to the masses, and has even launched a Metaverse 

environment called the NAKAVERSE. With a marketplace that entwines the entire ecosystem 

together, Nakamoto Games is bringing lucrative earning opportunities to gamers worldwide. 

Never before have gamers had such a versatile and profitable gaming platform at their 

disposal. Nakamoto Games is committed to maintaining their fast-paced release schedule and 

further broadening the already significant selection which it offers to internet users globally.

Redefining Play-to-Earn Gaming: 

The Nakamoto Games Ecosystem

Nakamoto Games is a first-of-its-kind play-to-earn gaming infrastructure that offers gamers 

worldwide access to cutting-edge releases of blockchain-based games. The infrastructure 

changes the dynamics of the broader play-to-earn industry, offering gamers a greater variety 

of high-end play-to-earn choices while also allowing them to tap into lucrative earning 

opportunities.



The vision of Nakamoto Games was premised on building a flourishing play-to-earn ecosystem 

in what was previously a severely restricted industry in terms of gaming options and earning 

opportunities. The vast majority of P2E games usually centered around a single game. 

Nakamoto Games changes the status quo by bringing diverse play-to-earn gaming options to 

anyone with an internet connection.



Moreover, the platform will also provide gaming developers with an SDK (software 

development kit) which they can use to build and deploy their own gaming creations within the 

Nakamoto Games ecosystem. We have an impressive list of prospective partners that are 

excited to contribute to and help proliferate the SDK. With a carefully crafted design and 

intuitive user interface, Nakamoto Games enables both traditional and blockchain-native 

gamers, as well as developers, to participate in the growing play-to-earn economy.




A One-Stop Destination for 

Blockchain Gaming

Building on the Concept of 

Sustainable Rewarding

Nakamoto Games is currently live on the Polygon blockchain and is implementing a multichain 

approach whereby gaming platforms built on other blockchain networks can also be accessible 

in the Nakamoto Games ecosystem.. We have already launched twelve different play-to-earn 

gaming options, including an exemplary First-Person Shooter (FPS) release called NAKA Strike. 

NAKA Strike is a multiplayer shooting game that was adapted from the popular gaming 

franchise Counter Strike. New games are released periodically to attract new players and keep 

our entire gamer base both enticed and engaged. The launch of several exciting new games is 

in the pipeline, including others in the FPS series, platform runners, puzzle games, and 

multiplayer games, with an added emphasis on delivering high-end graphics and advanced 

reward systems. Nakamoto Games has over 100 games in the pipeline for 2022 and more than 

1000 within the coming years.



At Nakamoto Games, we have tackled this issue with specific sensitivity by introducing a 

competitive environment where players indulge with each other in versatile gaming options. We 

also emphasize the sublime quality of our gaming releases, ensuring that players do not 

transition into C2E. There is a nominal game entry fee for each of these games, and this fee goes 

towards the reward pool that we have designed as a pot to distribute rewards among the game 

winners. The zero-sum game concept we have thus derived enables winners to bag the majority 

of rewards, while directing lower-scoring players to lose some portion of their investment.



By rewarding players in this manner, we have ensured that no matter how big the reward, its 

genesis is always derived from direct gaming participation. Since the game has no liability, the 

P2E rewards cycle is entirely sustainable.  


Most P2E games are premised on the traditional reward system where players perform simple 

in-game tasks and earn quick rewards. Many players have detected loopholes in the system 

and opted for third-party programs to earn as quickly as possible. This has blurred the line 

between P2E and C2E (Click-to-Earn) with games across both ecosystems failing to sustain 

their protocols due to overflowing rewards to players.



Lifelong Opportunities for Blockchain 

Game Startups

Array of Achievements Unlocked

Stable Cost to Play

One of the primary objectives of Nakamoto Games is to become the world’s largest P2E 

gaming platform – a vision that requires constant expansion and scalability beyond a specific 

set of games and beyond a specific blockchain. For that reason, we have introduced 

mechanisms that allow third-parties to launch games within the platforms from any blockchain 

network. Independent and corporate game developers can launch their own games in our 

comprehensive blockchain gaming ecosystem through exclusive SDKs. We are working with an 

impressive list of partners to make this SDK as accessible and robust as possible.



In third-party gaming releases, 3% of the rewards pool collected through entry fees will be 

paid to game developers as a "game development fee." Through this commission, game 

developers and small blockchain gaming startups can secure an income stream that will sustain 

itself as long as their releases attract users. 


Nakamoto Games is constantly improving gaming interfaces and 

functionalities to enrich the overall gaming experience for our growing user 

base. Our strategic approach is to evaluate our platform's performance 

periodically through gathering user and community feedback and utilizing 

this alongside research on best industry practices.


The volatility of cryptocurrencies is widely known. For most blockchain 

games, the unpredictable highs and lows of game costs prove disastrous 

for both entrants and existing players.



At Nakamoto Games, we have an oracle in place to tie game costs with 

the dollar value. The entire ecosystem uses the native Nakamoto Games 

token, $NAKA, but the entry costs will be tied to a dollar amount. 

Irrespective of $NAKA price fluctuations in the cryptosphere, the game 

costs and reward values within the ecosystem remain stable. This ensures 

that players benefit from consistent rewards irrespective of market 

conditions.




Multiplayer Functionality

Unparalleled user experience

Accessibility

It is uncommon to see P2E games providing players with the 

option to create gaming rooms and play with a specific group of 

friends. Nakamoto Games facilitates such gaming room creation. 

This enables users to create multiplayer gaming rooms while 

deciding for themselves how much they want to stake. Besides 

enhancing competition amongst players, it also provides them the 

opportunity to earn hefty rewards.


Nakamoto Games has a unique Tiering System (ELO) in place, wherein we offer different tiers 

for experts and newbies to enter games matched with their skill sets. This ensures that players 

can earn based on their specific skill sets.



Each player has access to comprehensive guidelines and tutorials for different games to enable 

newcomers to get familiar with the gameplay easily. We also have a Ticket Support System in 

place which has been implemented to organize high request volumes while maintaining 

customer support standards. Users can seamlessly track the status of their requests/queries and 

responses, ensuring prompt customer support.



The live chat feature has also been enabled for multiplayer game rooms to ensure constant 

communication among players, adding a fun factor to P2E gaming! The live chat room is a safe 

space for players to chat with their friends and discuss their gaming adventures.


Safe social media login and email signup functionalities have been 

enabled within the Nakamoto ecosystem for enhanced connectivity.



$NAKA tokens can be purchased using several methods. $NAKA can be 

acquired through centralized cryptocurrency exchanges such as Kucoin, 

MEXC, and Bitmart. $NAKA can also be acquired by purchasing the 

tokens directly with supported fiat currency through credit and debit card 

payments.




Analytics

Campaigns and activities

Game security

Potential investors and players can access all the information they 

need about Nakamoto Games across multiple channels including 

the official Nakamoto Games website, Telegram, Twitter, Medium, 

TikTok, Substack, Facebook, Youtube, and Discord.



Nakamoto Games also maintains several online community groups. 

Apart from English, there are active groups available for those that 

speak Chinese, Persian, Dutch, Turkish, Arabic, and Thai.


User profile and game statistics are at the disposal of every user. These 

can be used to help  calculate winning chances. Nakamoto Games is also 

exploring partnerships with play-to-earn data directories to provide on-

chain analytics data and provide even greater transparency within the 

growing ecosystem.



The novel concept of P2E tournaments is being introduced to the community, 

enabling players to participate in multiple gaming competitions with minimal 

investment. Users can also enjoy a passive income via our exclusive referral 

program which encompasses a 3% referral bonus for every game their invited 

friends play.



Nakamoto Games is being welcomed as guest lecturers across universities in 

Thailand to educate students about the future and prospects of blockchain 

gaming. We have gained hundreds of loyal community members and gamers from 

such road trips and visits.



We have deployed anti-cheat measurements and bans to counter hacking and cheating of any 

form on our robust platform. Beta testing programmes with community members are also in 

place to actively detect bugs and loopholes in games prior to launch. This not only ensures the 

high quality and security of our offerings, but also helps us stay in touch with our community 

and make them feel involved.



Marketing

Nakamoto Games has extensive marketing campaigns planned for 

2022. We have collaborated with several influencers across different 

countries to stream and promote our platform via multiple channels 

such as Twitch, YouTube, and Facebook. Nakamoto Games also 

partners with third parties to bring in new users through platform 

collaboration, university road trip promotions, and other methods. 

We are currently implementing advertising campaigns via YouTube, 

Google ads, TikTok, and Twitter, and have already held successful 

campaigns to reward community members and players. Nakamoto 

Games also encourages word-of-mouth marketing through a novel 

referral program enabling users to publish their referral link on social 

media accounts and websites, thus bringing more attention to the 

platform.


In the world of crypto, a decentralized marketplace is a platform built on blockchain technology 

which allows traders or investors to trade with each other while eliminating the need for an 

intermediary. Simply put, a decentralized online marketplace is an eCommerce platform which 

operates on blockchain technology.



A decentralized marketplace which encompasses assets across all of the play-to-earn gaming 

and the NAKAVERSE will be integrated into the Nakamoto Games infrastructure. Within the 

marketplace, users can easily buy and sell NFT real estate, NFT buildings, and NFT items from 

the NAKAVERSE while also being able to trade fungible assets from the play-to-earn gaming 

options.


What’s next?

NAKA Marketplace - A One-Stop Shop for All 

Nakamoto Games Assets




NFT Real Estate


NFT Factories


The pinnacle of the NAKAVERSE starts here. There will be over nine different NFT real 

estate types, each with access to different resources that serve a valuable purpose 

within the NAKAVERSE economy. These resources can be leveraged to create an 

income within the NAKAVERSE. There are two major types of NFT real estate. One 

provides access to raw material mining while the other enhances industrial activities 

within the NAKAVERSE.



NFT lands with access to raw material mining allow holders to generate the different 

raw materials of the NAKAVERSE which include Copper, Iron, Wood, Gem, Petrol, 

Coal, Desert, and Grassland. Each land type will produce a limited number of raw 

materials that will provide the land owner with the opportunity to sell these raw 

materials to create an income. Industrial lands (Desert, Grassland, Urban) can mix with 

the raw material from other lands and can create the vouchers which provide access to 

play-to-earn games in the Nakamoto Games ecosystem. In the future, the land owners 

will be the ones who facilitate the price of playing the games, giving them the 

opportunity to sell resources to gamers who reap the benefits of participation.


What makes The NAKAVERSE different from other Metaverses is its unique take on 

mimicking the real-life economy. Land owners will not be able to mine the raw 

materials or combine raw materials by themselves. They need to create factories on the 

land to achieve its full utility. These factories can be owned by the land owner 

themselves, or they can rent out the land to other users to build factories on it. 

Factories will allow users to mine the raw materials and combine raw material together 

continuously with the option to share the mining profits and combine profits amongst 

the land owner and the factory owner. As long as the factory is functional, both NFT 

holders will be able to gain sizable and sustainable passive income throughout the 

land lifespan.


NAKAVERSE - A snapshot into a high-

end Metaverse economy




Occupation

With the need of the workforce in these factories to utilize the land at its maximum 

capacity, user occupation plays an important role in Nakaverse. Users will be able to 

start out as one of the three occupations - farmers, miners, or electricians. Each 

occupation will have its own unique skills and experiences which allows the users to 

excel in different territories. For example, farmers will boost production for wood, 

miners will mine more copper, and electricians will enhance petrol production. With 

the different skill sets, each user will be able to help landowners and factory owners 

maximize the raw material output, which in turn, will provide them with the salaries 

from the raw material output as well.



There will also be missions and quests for users to participate in within the Nakaverse 

which allows them to enhance their skills and experiences. The more skillful the users 

are, the higher the raw material output of the land will be. More skilful users will be 

able to demand higher salary from the factory owners and land owners.



Future development will expand player roles beyond the three jobs listed above. Users 

will be able to enhance their attributes to engage in other career paths in the 

NAKAVERSE, including but not limited to doctors, fighters, criminals, and so forth. 

These career paths will have impacts on the whole NAKAVERSE which allows for 

endless opportunities to flourish.


In order for factories to be functional, there needs to be a workforce which runs the 

factories. This is where workforce and labor comes into play. Factories will need to hire 

workers (other users) to run the factories. Other users in the Nakaverse will be able to 

enroll in these factories to gain salaries. The more the workforce, the higher the output 

of the raw material is mined out from the land.



There is a long road ahead for Nakamoto Games and the NAKAVERSE. Through the numerous 

achievements that Nakamoto Games has achieved from the previous six months in operation, 

we have solidified our position in the blockchain gaming market. We have proven countless 

times our capability to become the leader of this field. With a bright future ahead, investors and 

gamers across the globe can rest assured that Nakamoto Games is here to stay.





SDK for single-player games


SDK for multiplayer games


All games need to be uploaded and hosted by Nakamoto Games

Our dev team will support the SDK integration


Game developers will gain 3% on every pool in the game-play


Currently, we have 12 single-player games and all of them are hosted on our game 

server. The SDK that is currently being used is an API which sends data between the 

frontend, the game itself, and the backend (which comes into play after the end of the 

game). Every step of the API traffic is handled by our development team for the safety 

of the player information.

The multiplayer SDK is similar to the SDK for single-player games but different in the 

player's room system before entering the game. In multiplayer games, the players will 

have to wait for everyone to arrive in order to play together.

We need to host all the games on our game servers in order to guarantee that all the 

games can still be played normally. Also, every change or update to the game version 

will be checked by the development team.


For security reasons and to prevent the transmission of information through other 

programs, our developer team will do the encryption of data transmitted between the 

game and the platform by themselves.


After the game is over or after 8 players’ game has ended, the developers will get a 3% 

share of the prize pool money.


Software Development Kit (SDK)



Play-to-earn and Metaverse gaming is shaping up to be one of the most significant and 

innovative spheres in the broader blockchain industry. Although the industry is still in its 

early growth phases, Nakamoto Games is already disrupting the status quo of play-to-

earn gaming. Within a year, Nakamoto Games has brought vastly more play-to-earn 

gaming options to gamers worldwide, organized extremely lucrative rewards 

campaigns, and even launched their own Metaverse environment. This is only the start 

of what will be ongoing disruption within a growing industry. As the years roll on, 

Nakamoto Games is committed to continuing its fast release schedule, bringing vastly 

more cutting-edge gaming options to gamers. During 2022, Nakamoto Games will also 

roll out its highly-anticipated software development kit (SDK) which will enable third-

party developers to deploy and monetize their own gaming creations within the 

ecosystem. Nakamoto Games is positioning itself to be a leader in blockchain-based 

gaming but this will not take place unless the team behind Nakamoto Games 

successfully provides immense value to gamers worldwide. Over the coming years, the 

Nakamoto Games team will be putting in the groundwork to make this a reality and 

gamers worldwide will reap the rewards.



Future Outlook


